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ABSTRACT

Background: According to the measurements literature reliability of the test refers to the consistency of the test results and shows whether the obtained score is stable indication of the student’s performance in particular test. Reliability can be measured by different statistics formula.

Purpose: To determine the factors influenced the reliability of 392 MCQ examinations.

Methods: The correlation of reliabilities of MCQ based examination and other characteristics of tests such as length, difficult items, discrimination index, mean, standard deviation and time for answering was calculated based on the data available on examination center of Tehran University of Medical Sciences. Multivariate regression has been used for data analysis.

Results: Overall reliability of teacher made test is at satisfactory level in most cases. The mean value of reliability was 0.71 ±0.15. In comparing previous semester with last series of examination some improvement have been found during these years (P=0.000, for first semester, P=0.002 for second, P=0.005 for third and P=0.005 for forth semester). Keeping other variable fixed the interaction of length of exam according to item difficulty showed significant difference on value of test reliability. Comparing difficult and easy items question with moderate difficulty index can increase reliability 8 times more than difficult and 13 times more than easy items P=0.000.

Conclusion: Our study showed that with documentation of tests’ metric features an analysis and evaluation of tests are within reach of medical school.
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Introduction

High quality assessment system in medical education is an obvious need for medical schools. However there is no gold standard for high quality system, however some factors are addressed by educators and researcher in field of measurement such as reliability, validity, objectivity and feasibility of exam. According to measurements literature,” reliability of instrument in student assessments concerns the extent to which the instrument yields the same results on repeated trials, or tendency toward consistency found in repeated measurements is referred to as reliability” (1,2)

Reliability computed by any indices reflects whether the obtained score is a stable indication of the student’s performance on particular test. There are three major categories of reliability for most instruments: test-retest, equivalent form, and internal consistency. A fourth category is (scorer agreement) often used with performance and product assessment (scorer agreement is consistency of rating a performance or product among different judges who are rating the performance or product). A number of statistics formulas can be used for different instruments, but each one has some potential disadvantages. Test-retest measures consistency from one time to the next exam by using correlation coefficient formula between two exams. Kudder Richardson formula 20 and 21 (K20 or K21) measures, the consistency of the item with in the test and is equivalent to Cronbach’s coefficient alpha when items are scored either right or wrong. In another word the items of the test should be dichotomously scored (0 for incorrect and one for correct) for all items of the test and items are compared with each other, rather than half of the items with the other half of the items. (3).

K-R 20 assumes that difficulty index of the questions are different (4,5,6). For research purposes, a minimum reliability of 0.70 is required. Some researchers feel that the value of reliability...
A reliability of 0.70 indicates 70% consistency in the scores that are produced by the instrument. Many tests, such as achievement tests, strive for 0.90 or higher reliabilities (7,8). Literature on reliability estimation has some consideration on a number of reasons why the reliability estimate for a measure is low. Factors that cause error in measurement and results the low reliability of test items are listed below:

- Item sampling (longer tests can provide better reliability), length of the test (reduce the chance of guessing) time limit for the test, (increase test anxiety and effect students performance and causes poor reliability), difficulty of test item, (difficult and easy items induce error and cause low reliability), student’s awareness of how they will be assessed (causes better performance of students) scoring procedure, testing condition and test taker behaviour (effects students performance) test taker (perhaps the subject is having a bad day which causes poor performance), test itself (the questions on the instrument may be unclear induce error and cause low reliability) testing conditions (there may be distractions during the testing that detract the subject) test scoring (scores may be applying different standards when evaluating the subjects’ responses)(9,10,11,12).

Data of the study analyzed by SPSS (statistical software), using multivariate regression analysis for determining the effect of each factor.

**Results**

Descriptive statistics of the finding shows among 392 multiple-choice exams (MCQ), 204 exam were provided by basic science groups and 188 by clinical science faculties. As table one shows the mean value of reliability of test in basic science were lower than clinical science (0.7 for basic and 0.72 for clinical). The lowest value for reliability among whole data was 0.34 and highest value was 0.92 (figure1).

### TABLE 1. Reliability value according to student level of study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student level of Study</th>
<th>Number of Exam</th>
<th>Mean value Of reliability</th>
<th>SD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results also indicate that there was some improvement of test reliability in comparison with 5 previous semesters (table2). When comparing last semester (second half year 2003-2004) with other previous semesters, multivariate statistical test indicates a significant differences between last and other semesters P=0.000 For first, P=0.002 for second, P=0.005 for third, P=0.005 for fourth semester Table 2).

Keeping other variable fixed the interaction of length and difficulty-indexes of test according to item difficulty shows that items with moderate difficulty index increase reliability 8 times more than difficult and 13 times more than easy items (regression coefficient for moderate difficulty 6.4, for difficult items 0.83 and for easy items 0.43), P=0.000 for all level of difficulty indexes, (table 3).

Items with negative value of discrimination index have negative effects on reliability value of -0.007.
Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of reliability value according to Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Semesters</th>
<th>Number of Exam</th>
<th>Mean of Reliability</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Level of Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001-2002-2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-2003-1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-2003-2</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-2004-1</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-2004-2</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

For practical purposes a reliability of 0.70 may not be enough where the important decisions about the fate of individuals is made on the basis of a test score, the reliability of test should be at least 0.90 preferably 0.95 or higher. (12). Although there has been some improvement in assessment system more consideration should be paid to this issue. Other findings of this study highly support the recommendations of the measurement literature that test with difficult and easy items and low discrimination, influences the value of reliability. Length of examination however affects the reliability, but this study showed without considering the quality of test items, increasing the number of questions in order to increase reliability is a big mistake (13,14,15,16).

The finding of this research has implication for Tehran University of Medical Sciences for improving the assessment system of the medical school.
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